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0. Introduction 
In this note, we will discuss the generalized Rochlin invariants, the Arf invariants, 
the generalized Kervaire invariants and the Ochanine invariants of spin manifolds. 
Our goal is to express these invariants in terms of the spectral invariants of manifolds. 
By that we mean invariants depending on the local Riemannian geometric data. 
Our main results in Section 2 show that the Rochlin invariant R(M8k+3) of a spin 
(8k+3)-manifold is determined by the spectra of Dirac operators with coefficients 
in some vector bundles. 
1. Generalized Rochlin invariants 
1.1. An important invariant in low dimensional topology is the Rochlin invariant 
R(M) of a three-dimensional spin manifold M. It was first discovered in 1952 
through an application of a theorem of Rochlin [ 161: the signature (T( P”) of a closed 
four-dimensional spin manifold is divisible by 16. From the viewpoint of cobordism 
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theory, this theorem of Rochlin admits several different generalizations into high 
dimensions (see [12]). For instance, in the direction of spin manifolds it is a theorem 
of Ochanine in [ 141 that the signature a( P8k+4) of a spin manifold P*k+4 of dimension 
8k+4 is divisible by 16. Thus, applying the same strategy as Rochlin, we have the 
following theorem. 
Theorem. Let Mskt3 be a spin manifold of dimension 8k+3 representing the zero 
element in the spin bordism group fl$!F3. Then there exists a well-defined Z/16-invariant 
R ( Msk+3) given by the formula : 
R( M8k+3) = uC+(P*~+~) mod 16. 
Here Pgk+4 IS a compact spin manifold of dimension 8k+4 whose boundary aP is 
diffeomorphic to M with compatible spin structures. 
For the proof, we only have to observe that the signature invariant is additive: 
for two different spin manifolds P, P’ with the same boundaries, aP = aP’ = M, we 
have 
a(Pu,-P’)=o(P)-o(P’) 
(see [5,1;. SSS]). By Ochanine’s theorem, it follows that a(P u M - P’) = 0 mod 16, 
a(P) = o( P’) mod 16, and so the congruence class a(P) is independent of the choice 
of p. 
Remark. From the work of Jones and Landweber (see [lo, 12]), it is known that, 
besides spin manifolds, the signatures of SU-manifolds, symplectic manifolds, and 
self-conjugate manifolds also exhibit interesting divisibility properties as indicated 
in the following table: 
dim. 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 
Spin 16 1 . . . . 
SU 16 2 16 1 . . 
SP 16 4 16 2 16 4 16 1 
SC 8 2 16 1 . . 
Hence similar invariants can be defined for manifolds with the corresponding 
structures. For instance, for symplectic manifolds M of dimensions 32 k + 3,32 k + 7, 
32k+ll, 32k+15, 32k+19, 32k+23, 32k+27, there are respectively invariants 
R(M) defined in the integral congruence classes modulo 16, 4, 16, 2, 16, 4, 16. 
1.2. Closely related to the above Rochlin invariant is the Arf invariant defined by 
Brumfiel and Morgan in [8]. 
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Let BSG denote the classifying space of oriented spherical fibration, and let 5 
denote the universal spherical fibration over BSG. Then given a closed oriented 
manifold M8k+3 of dimension 8k+3, there is a classifying map f: M + BSG of the 
stable normal bundle v of M. 
Following Brumfiel and Morgan, we consider the principal fibration BSG[tJdk+2] 
over BSG with fiber the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/2, 4k+ l), 
K(Z/2,4k+ 1) = K(Z/2,4k+ 1) 
I I 
BSG[%k+21- EK(Z/2,4k+2) 
I 
77 
k 
I 
BSG- K(Z/2,4k+2) 
The k-invariant of this fibration is an element u&+2 in the cohomology 
H4k+2(BSG; h/2) defined by the (4k+2)nd Wu class 2)4kfZ of 5 over BSG. 
By a Wu structure on M, we mean a lifting f: M + BSG[v4k+2] of the map 
f: M + BSG from BSG to BSG[V4k+2], r.,f = f 
BSG[%k+z] 
f I 
/- 
f I’ I rr I’ 
MI’ f > BSG 
Let T4k+1(M) denote the torsion subgroup of the integral homology group 
H,,+,( M; Z) of M. Then by Poincare duality there is a non-singular symmetric 
pairing L: T4kll(M) X T4ktl(M)+Q;P/if, k nown as the linking pairing. Associated to 
a Wu structure, there is a quadratic refinement I,/I : &k+,(M) + Q/h of the linking 
pairing (see [S]). The term ‘quadratic refinement’ refers to a function 
‘k: &k+i(M)+Q/z 
from T 4k+l( M) to the abelian group Q/H such that with respect to the nonsingular 
symmetric pairing L we have 
ICl(a+b)=+(a)+cCl(b)+L(a, b), (1) 
2$(a) = L(a, a) (2) 
for all a, b in T4k+, (M). It is a theorem of Van der Blij [20] that the following 
Gaussian sum 
1 
c 
[Card 6k+i(M)]“’ nE~4k+,t~) 
exp(2m&i$(a)) (3) 
represents an eighth root of unity. In fact, let 
A(M ICI) = Arg C exp(2&7$(u)) 
atT4lr+1(M) 
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then we obtain a congruence class modulo 8, known as the Arf invariant A(M, t+tr) 
of M. 
1.3. Returning to the situation of spin manifolds M8kt4, we claim that they are Wu 
manifolds and there is a coherent choice of Wu structure. 
Lemma. Let 77 be a vector bundle (or a spherical fibration) over a space X with 
vanishing first and second Stiefel- Whitney classes, i.e. wl( 7) = w2( 7) = 0. Then the 
wu class v4k+2(r]) is always zero. 
The proof of this lemma follows from the definition of Wu class r&+2( 7) and a 
simple calculation based on the Adem relation. We will omit the detailed discussion 
here. 
Now apply the above lemma to the universal bundle 4’ over the classifying space 
BSpin of the group Spin. Let r: BSpin + BSG be the classifying map between the 
classifying spaces. Since ~~(5) = w,(l) = 0 there exist liftings of the map r. For 
definiteness we will choose, once and for all, one such lifting i: BSpin + BSG[ v4k+2]; 
BSG[%k+zl 
I f I 
i,’ I rr /’ 
BSpin k BSG 
(Note that the other choices are in one-to-one correspondence with elements in 
H4k+1(BSpin, E/2).) 
For a spin manifold Mskf3, the classifying map f: M + BSG factors through a 
map n : M + BSpin to BSpin, f= r 0 n. Hence the composite f= r’o n 
M G BSpin f BSG[ v4k+2] 
gives us a canonical Wu structure on M. By section 1.2, we have a quadratic 
refinement $: T4k+,(M) + Q/Z and hence an Arf invariant A( M, $) defined for a 
spin manifold. 
1.4. Theorem. Let Msk+3 be the boundary of a compact smooth spin manifold P of 
dimension 8k+4, M = aP. Let R(M) and A(M, I/J) be the Rochlin invariant and Arf 
invariant of M defined as before. Then, after reduction modulo 8, the Rochlin invariant 
R(M) is the negative of the Arf invariant A( M, $), 
R(M) = -A( M, $) mod 8. 
The-proof is based on a result of Brumfiel and Morgan in [9]. Firstly, a straightfor- 
ward calculation shows that the cohomology H4k+2(BSG, BSG[ v4k+2]; Z/2) of the 
pair (BSG, BSG[ v4k+2]) is H/2 and so contains a unique nonzero class v. Let 
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g: p8k+4 + BSG denote the classifying map of the stable normal bundle of P. We 
can use the pair of mappings 
(g, ji) : (P, M) -, @SC BSG[%+d 
to pull back v to a cohomology class v’ in H4k+2 (P, M; Z/2). Then, in [9], Brumfiel 
and Morgan assigned to such a class i? (using the quadratic refinement I/J) a modulo 
8 invariant i?$, and they proved a basic relation among these invariants, 
i$,--A(M, 1,4) = u(P) mod 8. 
In our case, P is a spin manifold, and as explained before, the map q : P + BSG 
can be factored through the classifying map n’: P-+ BSpin of the stable normal 
bundle of P The composite 
r”o n’ : P : BSpin f BSG[ u4k+2] 
represents an extension of j on the boundary. Clearly, in this situation, the pair 
(g, f) induces the trivial map between relative cohomology groups, and so both v’ 
and r7,,, are zero. As a result, we have 
R(M) = a(P) = -A(M, $) mod 8 
and the proof of the theorem follows. 0 
Remark. In [ 191, Turaev gave a proof of this theorem in the special situation when 
k = 0. 
2. Spectral invariants 
2.1. There is a basic distinction in the manner that the Arf invariants and Rochlin 
invariants are defined in the previous section. For a spin manifold M, the Arf 
invariant A( M, +!I) is always defined and depends entirely on the intrinsic properties 
of M whereas the Rochlin invariant R(M) is not always defined and its definition 
relies on the construction of a manifold P which is one-dimension higher and has 
the original manifold M as its boundary. For instance, to deal with a problem 
concerning the Rochlin invariants in three-dimensional topology, we are led to 
consider four-dimensional manifolds together with the ambiguity of all the choices 
involved (see [ 111). Thus, in theory and in practice, it would be desirable to describe 
the Rochlin invariant R(M) of a manifold M entirely in terms of the intrinsic 
Riemannian geometric data on M. In fact, as we will see such a description can be 
achieved explicitly both in dimension three and eleven. 
In the dimension three case, recall that for a compact 4-dimensional Riemannian 
manifold P4 with product metric near the boundary M, M = dP, there is the 
Atiyah-Patodi-Singer eta-invariant theorem [4]: 
a(P4) = &(P4) - 7(M3; Hirz). (4) 
P 
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Here p,(P*) is the first Pontrjagin form for the Riemannian connection on the 
tangent bundle T( P”) of P4, and n(M3; Hirz) is the value at 0 of the eta-function 
associated to the Hirzebruch signature operator on M. 
Similarly if P4 is a spin manifold and if the signature operator is replaced by the 
Dirac operator 0, we have the following formula: 
ind(D)= (-&pI(P4) -f[h+7(M3; D)]. 
I P 
(5) 
Here h is the dimension of the space of harmonic spinors on P4 and n ( M3; D) is 
the value at 0 of the eta-function associated to the Dirac operator D on M3. Both 
h and 7(M3; D) are clearly spectral invariants. Combining (4) and (5), we have 
cr(P”)+8ind(D)=-n(M3; Hirz)-4[h+n(M3; D)]. (6) 
Notice that the basic spin representations S’ of Spin(8k +4) are quaternionic 
representations [2] and therefore the index of the Dirac operator is always even. 
Theorem. The signature modulo 16 of a compact 4-dimensional spin manifold P4 is 
given by 
v(P”)=-~(M;H~~~)-~[~+~(M;D)] mod16. (7) 
An immediate application is a proof of Rochlin’s theorem. For a closed manifold 
P, aP = M = 0, the right hand side of the above formula is always zero and so 
a(P) = 0 (mod 16). 
Corollary. Both the Rochlin invariant and the Arf invariant of a three-dimensional 
spin manifold M3 are spectral invariants: 
R(M3)=-v(M3; Hirz)-4[h+n(M3; D)] mod 16, 
A(M3,t,k)=q(M3;Hirz)+4[h+q(M3;D)] mod8. 
Since the spin bordism group 0y= 0, the Rochlin invariant R(M3) is always 
defined and coincides with the right hand side of (4). As for the Arf invariant, it is 
obtained from reduction modulo 8 of the Rochlin invariant. 
2.2. A similar story holds in dimension eleven, but in addition to the Hirzebruch 
signature operator and the Dirac operator 0, we have to introduce the Dirac operator 
D T*P with coefficient in the cotangent bundle r*P. In the most general setting, we 
have a spin manifold P and a vector bundle ,$ associated with the principal spin 
bundle of P Let S’ denote the bundle of *i spinors, then the tensor product 
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gives the Dirac operator De coupled to 5. The corresponding index theorem takes 
the following form: 
ind[D*] = 
I 
ch 5. A(P) -$[h(M; DC)+ n(M; De)]. 
P 
Here n(M, DC) is the eta-invariant attached to the operator DC, h(M, DC) is the 
dimension of harmonic spinors with coefficients in 5, and in the integrand ch 5 is 
the Chem character form of 5, A(P) is a Hirzebruch polynomial (see [9]). 
We now apply the above formula to the relevant operators [Hit-z], 0, D,ep of a 
compact twelve-dimensional spin manifold P’*: 
;a( PI*) = p f (256~: - 1664p,p2+7936P3) - n(M; Hirz), 
Index D = p~[-31p:+44p~p2-16p,l-i[h(M; D)+n(M; D)l, (9) 
Index DTLp = 
I 
p ; [ 132~: - 1488p,p, + 7872~~1 
-t[h(M; GM)+ dM; GM)] (IO) 
where K =96780 and the terms h(M; D), v(M; D), h(M; DT*M), 7(M; D7*M) are 
explained as before. 
Our motivation on considering the operator D7ep comes from the Rarita- 
Schwinger operator in physics which is formally defined as the difference DT*p - D. 
The quantities inside the above integrals are &,, &), [ A*ch( 7*P@@)]c3j, and the 
‘miraculous cancellation’ of gravitational anomalies of physics [6] is exhibited here 
in the form of an identity: 
&, -[A * ch(rPOC)],,,+4&, = 0. (11) 
Thus, combining (8)-(11) we have 
V( P12) - 8[ind Dr*p -4 ind D] = 7(M; Hirz) 
+4[h(M Dr*M) + n(M; DT*M)l- 16[h(M D) + n(M; D)l. 
Notice that, by the same argument as before, the index ind D7ep is an even integer 
and so the term 8[ind D,*p- 4 ind D] disappears after reduction modulo 16. 
Theorem. The signature a(P’*) of a closed spin manifold P” of dimension twelve is 
divisible by 16. For a compact spin manifold P’2 with boundary M, M = aP, the 
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signatufe satisfies the equation: 
c(P’~)=-TJ(M”; Hirz)+4[h(M”; D7*M)+~(M11; DreM)] 
- 16r](M”; D) mod 16. 
Corollary. Both the Rochlin invariant and Arf invariant of an 11 -dimensional spin 
manifold are spectral invariants: 
R(M”)= -7(M”; Hirz)+4[h(M”; D7*M)+~(M*1; Dr*M)] 
- 16n(M”; D) mod 16, 
A(M”, 1+5) = -v(M”; Hirz)+4[h(M”; D7*M)+ n(M”; Dr*M)] 
- 16n(M”; D) mod 8. 
In the above, we use the fact that L?s?“=O (see [4]). 
2.3. Theorem. The Rochlin invariant R(Msk+’ ) of a bounding spin manifold M8k+3 
is a spectral invariant. 
Recall that in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we make use of the identity $,,, = -ii,,, 
and in Theorem 2.2 the identity $,,, = -4&,, + [A . ch( r*PO@)](,, . Thus the gen- 
eral strategy is clear; the first step is to express the (8k+4)-degree term $@k+4) of 
the polynomial 4L in Hskt4 (BSpin; Q) as an integral linear combination 
C bi[A * Ch(!Ji@@)I(8/c+4) of the Rontrjagin polynomials [A * ch( 5, @@)]c8k+4j where, 
for every i, bi is an integer and li is a spin bundle defined over BSpin. 
This step is accomplished by a theorem of Stong. For every closed 41-dimensional 
spin manifold P4’, we have a homomorphism 
ep: H4’(BSpin; Q) z H41(P4’; Q) 
modZ 
- EP’( P’; Q/Z) = Q/Z 
where t* is induced by the classifying map t : P41 + BSpin of the stable tangent 
bundle of P4’. Define RzP’” = np ker eP to be the intersection of the kernel of these 
maps eP where P runs over all 41-dimensional spin manifolds. Then RiP’” can be 
interpreted as the group of universal characteristic classes which give integral 
characteristic numbers for every spin manifold. For instance, when I= 2k + 1, 4l= 
8k+4, the CkUs &&@k+,$) is an element in this group Rz$‘4 because of Ochanine’s 
theorem. 
Recall the KO-theory operator y’(p) on a virtual bundle p. It is defined by 
considering A,(p) =Cihi(p)t’ where A’(p) is the ith exterior power of p. Then y’(p) 
is obtained by the formula y,(p) =C #(p)t’ = hr,l_t(p). For our application we 
apply this operator yi to the universal bundle f - N over BSpin and then we set ei 
to be the Chern character ch(y’(l- N)O@) in H**(BSpin; Q). 
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These elements e, generate a polynomial ring Z[e,, e2, . . .], and in terms of this 
ring Stong gave the following formula for R$P’” (see [lS]): 
where al = 1 for 1 even and a, = 2 for 1 odd. Since &L8k+4 is an element in Rz$:,, 
it follows that 
$LcE~+~) = C bi(Z, . Ai)(8k+4) =C bi(ch(li) . A)(~k+4) (12) 
where, for every i, bi is an integer and li is a spin bundle over BSpin. 
The rest of the steps are straightforward. For every i, we consider the corresponding 
Dirac operator Q,, with coefficients in the vector bundle &. The eta-invariant 
theorem gives us 
ga(Psk+4) = 
I 
j$@k+,$)-&(kf; Hirz), 
P 
c 
(13) 
ind(Dc,) = J (ch li. &k+4 -3WM; q)+ 7(M; WI. P 
Using (1) we cancel out the terms involving integrals in the above formula (2), and 
the result is 
a( Pskf4) = 8 1 ai ind Q, - n( Mskt3, Hirz) 
+c 4ai[h(Msk+3; DC,)+ v(wk+‘; D&)1. 
Since ind( DC, ) is an even integer, we have 
R(n 48k+3) _= -T(M~~+~; Hirz) 
+C 4~,[h(M~~+~; DC,)+ T(M’~+~; DC,)] mod 8 
and the Rochlin invariant is a spectral invariant of M. 
3. Generalized Kervaire invariants 
3.1. In [7] Brown provided a definition of generalized Kervaire invariants 
K : L!~~2+ H/2 for spin manifolds of dimension 8k+2. Depending on a choice of 
homomorphism h : L!zJZ(K(E/2, 4k-t 1)) + E/4 satisfying a non-degeneracy condi- 
tion, we can define for each spin manifold N8k+2 a quadratic refinement 
c : H4k+1( N; E/2) + Z/4 to the pairing H4k+1( N; E/2) x H4k+1( N; h/2) + Z/2 
defined by CUP product. Choose a symplectic basis Xi, yi for Hk+‘( N; Z/2), Xi * yj = 
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&, Xi * xj = yi * yj = 0, then the Kervaire invariant for M is given by the formula: 
K(N)=Cic(Xi)* c(y,)mod2. 
Since there is certain similarity between the Kervaire invariant and the Arf 
invariant defined before, it is natural to ask if the Kervaire invariant is a spectral 
invariant. We will not be able to treat this question but there are some partial 
answers in the case when k =S 3 and are related to our discussion before. 
3.2. First of all, the Kervaire invariant gives us a bordism invariant K : OzTz + Z/2 
and this bordism invariant is related to an invariant of Ochanine K’: l@$:, Z/2. 
Let 3’ denote the circle with a nontrivial spin structure. For a closed (8k+ 
2)-dimensional spin manifold N, we form the product N x 3’ of N with 3’. From 
[4], N x 3’ represents a zero element in @$J3, [N x .&?‘I = 0, and so the Rochlin 
invariant R( N x 3’) is defined. In fact, if P is a compact spin manifold with boundary 
N x s’, aP = N x s’, then the signature of P is divisible by 8. This is because we 
have an automorphism q of s’ reversing the orientation but preserving the spin 
structure. Since the manifold W = P IJ, P has a spin structure, the signature u[ W] 
is divisible by 16. On the other hand, signatures have the additive property and so 
2a(P) = a( W) = 0 mod 16. In other words, the Rochlin invariant R( N x s’) takes 
values in Z/2 and this is the definition of the Ochanine invariant K’(N) = 
R(NxS’)EE/~ (see [15]). 
3.3. In low dimensions kc 3, it is not difficult to compute the bordism group Ozl$Z 
and verify directly that the Ochanine invariant coincides with the Kervaire invariant 
K( NSkC2) = K’( N8k’2). (In fact, Ochanine verified that the two invariants differ 
only by Stiefel-Whitney numbers.) Thus by the results in the previous section, we 
can express the Kervaire invariant K ( N8k+3) as a spectral invariant of N x s’. Of 
course, it still remains the question of writing this as a spectral invariant of N. 
As pointed out by the referee, Ochanine proved that the two invariants K and 
K’ differ by a specific form of Stiefel-Whitney number. In particular, K ( N8k+2) = 
K’(N8k+2) if the spin manifold N has an almost complex structure. The authors 
would also like to take this opportunity to thank the referee because his suggestions 
and comments clarified many points in the paper. 
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